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Abstrat
We study deorated one-dimensional quasirystal obtained by a non-standard projetion
of a part of two-dimensional lattie. We fous on the impat of varying relative positions of
deorated sites. First, we give general expression for the struture fator. Subsequently we
analyze an example of extintion rule.
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1 Introdution
Two deades after disovery of quasirystals studies of their deorations are still a hallenge for
rystallographers. The ut-and-projet sheme an provide us with a struture fator for an
(almost) arbitrarily deorated model set. Nevertheless, this tehnique often appears to be simply
inonvenient, espeially when it requires utilization of fratal atomi surfaes.
There exists another method, whih allows for simpliation of alulations of quasirystalline
spetra, espeially in ase of deorated strutures. The method is based on the onept of referene
lattie, [6℄, whih fouses on the statistial desription of spatial properties of atomi orderings.
In this method eah type of deorating atoms manifests itself as an additional omponent of the
so-alled displaement density funtion, whih onstitutes a so-alled average unit ell, [2℄.
This paper may be regarded as an extension of [2℄. We disuss the impat of varying deoration
on Fourier spetrum of one-dimensional quasirystal. First, the average unit ell tehnique is
briey disussed. Subsequently, we desribe the model of the struture (Setion 2) and study the
deorations (Setion 3). We expliitly alulate the struture fator and analyze an example of
extintion rule.
Let us summarize briey the average unit ell tehnique. Let Λ ⊂ Rn be Delone set and
Λ′ = {xl} its orthogonal projetion on the sattering vetor k = 2piλ k̂. Let us assume that all
the atoms have idential sattering powers f ; we will release this assumption soon. Displaement
sequene ul = xl − ‖xl/λ‖λ ∈ [−λ/2, λ/2], where ‖x‖ = floor(x + 12 ) is the nearest integer
funtion, usually has a well dened statistial distribution Pλ(u). We all u the displaement
variable assoiated with the sattering vetor k. The k-mode of its Fourier transform, F (k) =
f
∫
∞
−∞
Pλ(u) exp(iku)du, gives the value of struture fator for sattering vetor k ∈ Rn.
In general a separate distribution should be reated for eah k, but in the ase when diration
pattern is supported on the set of the form
R =
{
m∑
s=1
hsKs|hs ∈ Z, Ks ∈ Rn
}
(1)
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the task may be onsiderably simplied. We need to ompute the joint probability P (u), where
s-omponent of u, (u)
s
, stands for the displaement variable pertaining to referene lattie indued
by vetor Ks. The struture fator an be then omputed as
F (k) = f
∫
Rm
P (u) exp(ik · u)dmu, (2)
providing k ∈ R.
The task task gets slightly omliated, when we are to deal with deorated strutures. We
introdue the notion of deoration sites, [2℄. Deoration sites form a skeleton of the atomi
struture. To eah deoration site we assign a group of deorating atoms. The deoration sites are
divided into subsets; we say that eah deorating site in a given subset is of ertain ommon type
(the types are denoted by the rst apital letters of alphabet: A, B, C . . .). It is a generalization
of lassial terms  in traditional rystallography eah rystal has only one type of deoration
sites, organized in one of the Bravais lattie. The number and types of the atoms assigned to
the site depend only of its type. The number of atoms assigned to site X is denoted by nX ,
X = A, B, C . . ., and
∑
X
nX = N , N being the total number of dierent deorating atoms.
The relative number of the given type of sites in the struture is denoted by ϕX ; these numbers
are normalized:
∑
X
ϕX = 1. fXl represents the sattering power of l
th
atom in the group of
deorating atoms orresponding to a site of type X . The position of the atom with respet to
the site is ∆Xj ∈ Rn. We will use the notation asXl = ∆Xl · K̂s. When there is no danger of
onfusion (e.g. for one-dimensional strutures) we will skip the index s. Overall displaement
density funtion for our struture reads
P (u) =
1
N
∑
X
ϕX
nX∑
l=1
fXlPX(u− aXl), (3)
where PX is the joint displaement probability for the referene sites of type X and the normal-
ization reads N =
∑
X
∑nX
l=1 fXlϕX . aXl ∈ Rn stands for the vetor whih omponents are asXl .
The struture fator for k ∈ R is
F (k) = N
∫
Rm
P (u) exp(ik · u)dmu. (4)
Please refer to [2℄ for more detailed exposition and disussion.
2 The model of struture
To visualize the impat of the above proesses we will work with a simple one-dimensional qua-
sirystalline ordering; there are no obstales to repeat the approah for the higher dimensional
strutures (see e.g. [4℄, where the approah was suessfully used in 2D) . Our struture is built
upon Sturmian sequene of two spaings of lengths A and B. The referene sites are plaed on the
joints between the segments. Site is of type X (either A or B) if the next site is in the distane
X (X = A, B). Set of deoration sites
Λ0 = {xm = ‖m/(σ + 1)‖A+ (m− ‖m/(σ + 1)‖)B} , (5)
where σ ∈ R \ Q. The set an be obtained using the ut-and-projet method in a two-
stage non-standard sheme. First, part of a square lattie is projeted onto a line with slope σ
[5, 3℄. Subsequently, the two interatomi lengths A and B present in the struture are adjusted
(the adjusting proess is meant to keep the atomi density onstant). We set A = κ(1+σ)
κ+σ a0,
a0 = 1 + 1/τ
2
, τ being golden ratio, and B = A/κ , κ ∈ R+ \ {1}. σ determines the sequene of
sites and κ the relative length of spaings. Easy alulations show that the relative onentrations
of sites are ϕA = 1/(1 + σ), ϕB = 1− ϕA.
2
Λ0 is inommensurately modulated rystal; its spetrum ontains two inommensurate vetors,
[7℄, k0 = 2pi/a0 and q0 = 2pi/b0, b0 = (σ+1)a0. The two dimensional displaement density funtion
for the atom fXl indued by these two vetors reads
PXl(u, v) =
1
UX
δ(v − ξu− aXl(1 − ξ))R(u;UX , cX + aXl), (6)
where ξ = (1 + σ)/(1 − κ), UX = (A − B)ϕX , cA = −(A − B)σ/(2(1 + σ)) and cB = −cA/σ.
R(x;w, x0) is the retangle funtion with enter x0, width w and height 1. δ(x) stands for Dira's
delta funtion. The overall density funtion is the weighted sum of suh funtions, P (u, v) =
N
−1
∑
X
∑nX
l=1 fXlϕXPXl(u, v). The struture fator for k = n1k0 + n2q0 is
F (k) =
∑
X
nX∑
l=1
fXlϕXFXl , (7)
where
FXl = exp(i(KcX + kaXl)) sin (KUX/2)/(KUX/2), (8)
K = k − n2qs, (9)
qs = q0(1− ξ). (10)
FXl is partial struture fator assoiated with given type of deorating atoms. qs will be referred
to as shift vetor. It is the basi quantity for determining of the extintion rules presented in
Setion 3.
Fibonai rystal [5℄ an be obtained in the above formalism for σ = 1/τ and κ = τ , where τ
stands for golden ratio.
3 Impat of deorations
Let us study the impat of hanging geometry of deorations. It appears that some notions
from lassial rystallography (like extintion rules and emergene of superstruture) may be also
observed in quasirystalline patterns. We onentrate here on the struture desribed in the
Setion 2 with two deorating atoms. One of them is asribed to sites A and the seond one to
sites B, with the relative positions in respet to sites aA and aB respetively.
As it has been shown in referene [1℄, under speial irumstanes the quasirystalline patterns
an be periodi (both in the positions of the peaks and in their intensity), with the period being
of integer multipliity qs, given by equation (10). The neessary ondition for this to happen is
that for some values of (n1, n2) ∈ Z2 vetor K, given by equation (9), vanishes. Or, equivalently,
there is a Bragg peak on position k = n2qs. Simple alulations show that suh a situation is
possible only in the ase when κ ∈ Q. The peaks oupying positions k = n2qs are haraterized
by indexes (n1, n2) suh that n1/n2 = 1/(κ − 1). These peaks are espeially easy to investigate
and we will fous our attention on them.
We assume that κ ∈ Q. The struture fator for peaks suh that k = n2qs, aording to (7), is
proportional to
ϕAfA exp(in2qsaA) + ϕBfB exp(in2qsaB). (11)
Without any loss of generality we an take either aA or aB equal to arbitrary value and we take
aA = 0. We will vary position aB. To make the total extintion of peaks n2qs possible, we will set
the sattering powers in suh a way so fXϕX = 1. The struture fator beomes proportional to
1 + exp(in2qsaB). (12)
The analysis will now fous on the impat of parameter aB (the relative position of deorating
atoms). Let us write
n2qsaB = ppi. (13)
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Parameter p ontrols the extintions. If p is an even integer, peak on position n2qs has intensity
1. When p is odd, the peak vanishes. Sine aB annot depend on n2 we must write p = cn2 and
therefore
aB = c
pi
qs
. (14)
c is our ontrol parameter. For even integer values of c the diration pattern is periodi with
period qs, while for c being odd the period is 2qs. In general for c ∈ Q the pattern is periodi with
some integer multipliity of qs. The periodiity is one again destroyed for c ∈ (R \ Q). Figures
1 and 2 present examples of diration patterns for strutures with the following parameters
σ = 1/
√
2 and κ = 2. This hoie yields k0 ≈ 4.54656, q0 ≈ 2.66331 and qs ≈ 7.20987.
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Figure 1: Examples of patterns with integer c (please refer to the disussion in the text). Panel
a) orresponds to c = 2, while panel b) for c = 1. The doubling of pattern period an be easily
visible. In the ase presented in b) every peak for k = 2mqs, m ∈ Z has intensity zero, please note
however that intensity of other peaks also hanges.
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Figure 2: Examples of patterns with non-integer c. Panel a) present the ase for rational c = 3/2.
Periodiity of the pattern is preserved, however the period may be high multipliity of qs (here
4qs). For irrational c (f. panel (b)) the pattern is again non-periodi (here c =
√
3).
4 Summary
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Let us briey summarize our observations. We have studied extintion rule for the 1D deorated
quasirystal indued by the hange in the relative positions of deorating atoms. The exat and
regular extintion rules are possible only for rational values of κ, i.e. in the ase where the patterns
are periodi (note however that the periodiity does not mean that the pattern is supported on the
lattie). This observation applies however only to the ase for whih the atoms are plaed exatly
in the deoration sites. One we allow them to be shifted with respet to their deoration sites the
periodiity of the diration patterns might hange or even be ompletely destroyed. Parameter c
that ontrols the behavior of patterns is the ratio of the relative displaement of the atoms from
the sites, aB − aA, and the length sale introdued by vetor qs, c = (aB − aA)qs/pi. For rational
c the pattern is periodi (with period mqs, m ∈ Z). The periodiity is lost for irrational value of
c even for κ ∈ Q. Let us also note that the presented extintion rule is general in the sense that
it applies also for the strutures with irrational κ. In this ase however there are no peaks on the
positions k = n2qs that ould be swithed o by the presented extintion sheme.
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